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This brochure is a product of the NATO MW COE and is intended for external use. The information contained in this publication does
not represent any official position of NATO policies and is designed to provide an independent analysis and position of the NATO
MW COE.
Photos and text published in the brochure are taken from NATO MW COE publications. Photos are symbolic and used for illustrative
purposes only. They are drawn from the NATO MW COE archive or open web source.
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1.	INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this publication is to make available to a much wider audience the valuable information
presented at the Combat Function in Mountains, Seminar for Planners, conducted by the NATO Mountain
Warfare Centre of Excellence (NATO MW COE) / Education and Training (E&T) Branch in Poljče in Slovenia
between 2 and 6 October 2017.
Summarizing the findings of the seminar, the brochure gives focus on a variety of aspects that need to be
considered when planning combat operations in mountainous environment. These aspects were discussed
in terms of geostrategic considerations, the NATO Defence Planning Process and Combat Functions, which
are important for the Mountain Warfare domain.
As a result, it will be a valuable resource to the planners at different-level commands and others interested in
the Mountain Warfare planning process.
The seminar aimed to contribute to the ATrainP Study 6525 NTG Edition1 – Mountain Warfare Education and
Training – with the seminar outcomes at NATO/Partners SME level. An alternate goal was to engage participants
to contribute to NATO’s operations planning process, either as an operational-level or functional-area planner.
In addition, the NATO MW COE intended to address staff officers from different branches at the Combined Joint
Task Force (CJTF), NATO formation level, with the main specifics related to mountain operations.
The NATO MW COE’s intention was also to invite non-mountain troops’ senior leaders, planned to be deployed
to mountain environment and to stress the impact of difficult/specific terrain on combat functions.
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Picture 1: Opening of the seminar.

The seminar was attended by participants from Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Germany, Norway, Poland,
Slovenia and USA, as well as lecturers from Austrian, Croatian, Italian and Slovenian armed forces. As a
result of the well-established cooperation with the Slovenian Faculty of Arts, Slovenian Faculty for Social
Sciences, Croatian Military Academy and Slovenian Military Museum, some lecturers of those institutions
were invited as guest speakers sharing their insights and knowledge on the subject matter discussed.
In addition, a significant contribution has been given by two members of NATO COEs, namely the NATO
Military Medicine COE from Budapest/Hungary and NATO CIMIC COE from the Hague/Netherlands.

2. SUMMARY
The NATO Defence Planning Process (NDPP) allows both, the Alliance and troop-contributing nations,
to plan their resources better. The goal is to achieve fair and realistic burden-sharing during NATO-led
operations and missions.
Different countries, as a “pool of forces”, have different approaches to mountain warfare and mountain
capabilities. Those capabilities are not described in detail within existing NATO publications. Discussing
mountain warfare without considering specialized combat service (CS) and combat service support
(CSS) units, could result in combined units which cannot properly address the requirements of a specific
environment.
To better understand the main idea of Combat Functions in Mountains, it was necessary to take into
consideration the processes running within NATO and to describe them appropriately. It was noticed that
Allied and Partner nations participate in military operations with different structures of mountain warfare
forces and equipment, which are adapted to the specifics of their countries’ mountain environment.
Altogether, existing capabilities constitute the integrated military structure of the Alliance.

2.1. Geostrategic Considerations
The seminar participants were informed on the current strategic and security situation, as well as the
impact of climate changes and global warming on potential conflict areas (mountains/Arctic).
The general strategic situation and prediction have led us to the conclusion that there is a need to
develop interoperable capabilities within NATO, specialized in mountain warfare. In addition, NATO needs
to develop mountain warfare capabilities and force multiplier elements, able to support light infantry
units in mountainous environment.
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Climate changes in mountainous environment are severe and must be considered in future forces’
capability development (mid- and long-term). There is a need for developing capabilities which will give
us information on weather conditions in a timely manner and their impact on combat functions.
In light of the current trends in the global security situation, increased emphasis should be given on
mountain warfare. Water, electricity supply, tunnels and communication points on higher altitudes must
be properly protected. Mountains are very often secure areas prone to insurgent activities, allowing rebels
and other militant groups to hide, recover, train and supply themselves.

Picture 2: Different kinds of threat in nowadays world.

Picture 3: Mackinder’s Heartland/Rimland Concept.

2.2. NATO Defence Planning
Process (NDPP)
Through the NDPP, NATO identifies capabilities and
promotes their development and acquisition to meet
its security and defence objectives. By participating
voluntarily in the planning process, Allies can harmonise
their national defence plans with those of NATO.
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Picture 4: NDPP.

The aim of the NDPP is “to provide a framework within which national and Alliance defence planning
activities can be harmonized to meet agreed targets in the most effective way. It should facilitate the
timely identification, development and delivery of the necessary range of forces that are interoperable and
adequately prepared, equipped, trained and supported as well as the associated military and non-military
capabilities to undertake the Alliance’s full spectrum of mission” (see document NDPP – PO(2009)0042, 2009).
NDPP Mission Types and Planning Situations provide an essential foundation for the development of
the Minimum Capability Requirements (MCR) and the derivation of high level information exchange
and interoperability requirements. MCRs are expressed via a common set of definitions for capabilities
(including Communication Information System (CIS)) referred to Capability Codes and Statements (CC&S),
including explicit reference to STANAGs in some cases (Bi-SC Agreed Capability Codes and Capability
Statements, 26 January 2016).
Capability Codes and Capability Statements (CC&CS) provides a common language for capabilities in
Defence Planning (DP) and Operational Planning (OP):
NATO Defence Planning products:
• Minimum Capability Requirements.
• Capability Targets.
• Capability Surveys.
Operational Planning products:
• NATO Response Force Elements lists.
• Reference Force Lists.
• Graduated Force Lists and
• Combined Joint Statements of Requirements (CJSOR).

2.3. Force Planning
The force planning process is based on three sequential main elements, namely political guidance,
planning targets and defence reviews. Political guidance sets out the overall aims to be met, including
NATO’s Level of Ambition that establishes in military terms the number, scale and nature of operations
that the Alliance should be able to conduct.
The term “force planning” is often confused with that of “defence planning”, which is much broader, and
that of “operational planning”, which is conducted for specific NATO-agreed operations.
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2.4. Force Generation
When a NATO operation or mission is deemed necessary, NATO member and partner countries volunteer
personnel, equipment and resources for the mission. These national contributions operate under the aegis of
the Alliance.
The force generation process follows a standard procedure and is handled by the Allied Command Operations
(ACO) Force Generation Branch and National Military Representatives (NMRs). For a given operation or mission,
the Operational Commander sends his requirements in terms of equipment, manpower and resources (referred
to as the Combined Joint Statement of Requirements) to ACO. It is then passed to NATO member countries
and, in some cases, partner countries. While the Force Generation Branch at ACO is responsible for resourcing
the required capabilities, the final decision on contributions is taken by national capitals.
NATO is seeking to tighten the links
between defence planning, operation
planning, and force generation
so that, on the one hand, defence
planning will be more rigorously
conducted on the basis of likely future
operational requirements and, on the
other, operation planning and force
generation will be facilitated with
information on existing capabilities,
and are likely to be available in the
future. The outcome is to improve
the force generation process and to
make it more comprehensive and
forward-looking.
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Picture 5: NATO Defence planning.

Throughout the five-day seminar, the main goal was to define the specifics, related to mountainous environment
and their influence on combat functions. An additional goal was to seek for special requirements for all branches
and, at the same time, for capabilities of the units allowing them to carry out combat functions within their
functional categories. Considered was a guidance for the future Operational Commander, to help him conduct
operations in mountains in line with the definition of Combined Joint Statement of Requirements (CJSOR).

Picture 6 and 7: Mountain warfare’s environment.

2.5. Combat Functions
2.5.1. Intelligence
The commander’s intelligence requirements must be clearly understood by all the staff members in order to exploit
unforeseen opportunities and seize available sources during the task, which may support his requirements. To be
effective, intelligence must have the specific aim of providing the commander with whatever he needs. In order
to provide an effective service, the intelligence staff must be properly directed and its objectives clearly defined.

Picture 8: Air reconnaissance.

Picture 9: Mountain troops during reconnaissance.
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Reconnaissance should also be extended to adjacent and adjoining valleys in order to identify ambushes in
peace time. The need for reconnaissance in the depth of the sector is greater than on flat terrain because of
the limited scope for observation and movement. Air reconnaissance is often the only method for collecting
intelligence from the depth of the sector in mountainous terrain.
Intelligence elements should rely on qualified mountain experts, able to provide relevant assessment
of mountainous terrain.

2.5.2. Command and Control (C2)
Due to rugged terrain, command and control in mountainous terrain is often problematic - signals at all levels
are interrupted/shielded. The operations are conducted by mobile devices, over great distances. As a result,
units must operate independently and in smaller groups. Plans must be closely coordinated.
Commanders and staff officers need to be able to move quickly and continuously. Command and control
units should, therefore, be as small and light as possible, if necessary in an airborne tactical command post. It
may be necessary to incorporate them in combat units in order to provide adequate protection.
Related to C2, Allied formations (CJTF) which will conduct operations in mountains should have advisory
staff personnel (specialized MW elements) with a proper level of military education and mountain
qualification in CJ3 and CJ5 or a Mountain Expert Staff Element to deal with risk management, tactical
principles and terrain features.
Highly qualified mountain experts could also be used as a capability that, when added to and employed by a
combat force, significantly increases the combat potential of that force and, thus, enhances the probability of
successful mission accomplishment (force multiplier).

2.5.3. Fire Support
If a centralized battle command is not possible, parts of the artillery will be placed under the command of
assault troops. In mountainous terrain, artillery must establish a close network of observers. An enemy who
is hidden behind the extremely steep slopes, can sometimes only be countered with mortar fire. Mortars can
also be deployed to places which cannot be reached by guns/howitzers. The terrain conditions in the valleys
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often limit close air support for the forward units. Therefore, close air support (CAS) needs to be planned very
carefully. An extensive use of attack helicopters (AHs) can fill the gap.
Weather, ceiling and visibility may affect the decision to employ low, medium, or high altitude tactics.

Picture 10: Self-propelled artillery.

Picture 11: Mortar fire support.

Quick changes of weather, precise map reading, steep slopes and shooting angles are some of the reasons
why specialized training, related to artillery fire support in mountainous terrain, is required in particular for
non-organic added assets. Lack of training areas in high mountain regions very often limit knowledge at the
theoretical level, based on field manuals, and not guided by practical experience.
Joint Terminal Attack Controller (JTAC) qualified service members direct the action of combat aircrafts and AHs
engaged in close air support or the usage of other assets for fire support. They work from a forward position.
Those who are to be used in mountain operations should have proper training in order to be able to occupy
key positions in difficult mountain terrain. Lack of JTAC qualified personnel can be partially bridged by joint fires
observer (JFO) personnel.

2.5.4. Protection
2.5.4.1. Engineer
Engineer considerations lead us to the conclusion that general support engineer units, described in existing NATO
publications, are not suitable for combat support of operations in mountains. Some nations have developed
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engineer capabilities for efficient engagement in mountains, other nations have light mountain infantry troops
without CS and CSS capabilities in form of units, trained and equipped for operations in mountains.
One of the recommendations agreed during the seminar is to define the minimum requirements and
set up capabilities for an engineer unit. One of the possibilities is to add a Mountain Engineer Support
COY capability, as a specialized asset, in order to provide engineer support to Light Mountain Infantry
(as a part of NATO CC&S).

Pictures 12 and 13: Engineer’s activities in the mountains.

2.5.4.2. Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) Protection
CBRN protection in mountainous environment is limited. Collective equipment is not suitable for the usage
in high mountain environment, as it is robust and not easily transportable. Furthermore, there is a lack of
appropriate transportable devices for decontaminating affected military personnel. CBRN personal protection
equipment is not adapted to the movement in mountains environment. This can present a challenge for
the NAMSA (NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency) experts when developing suitable CBRN capabilities.
It was recommended that, on the basis of the BiSC CC&S publication, a CBRN unit should be integrated
into the structure of mountain forces at brigade or battalion level. Without adapting capabilities to
mountainous environment, sufficient protection cannot be ensured.
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Nowadays, the only reliable protective measures are the dispersion of forces and the early detection of a CBRN hazard.

2.5.5. Combat Service Support
The combat service support in mountainous terrain is vulnerable due to insufficient infrastructure. Therefore,
in the preparatory phase, sufficient stocks must be built up. The timely resupply of goods and evacuation of
casualties are often possible only by helicopter or by means of pack animals. Logistic support in mountain
terrain requires the thorough reconnaissance of service support routes and areas. The development and
the use of small, semi-autonomous/autonomous, light all-terrain vehicles should be investigated.
It may be enough to ensure that the units, down to the lowest level, have a certain degree of self-sufficiency.
Despite existing specialized medical studies related to high altitudes, there are no field manuals dealing
with this subject. Within the different levels of military medical protection (ROLE 1, ROLE 2), there are no
specialists for that area.

Pictures 14 and 15: Medical protection in the mountains.

The recommendation has been given that additional high-altitude training should be provided for
medical personnel, assigned to work in mountainous areas, as well as additional physical tests should be
performed for personnel who are to be deployed to high-altitude mountain operations.
Specialized capabilities require a specialized combat service support system, developed from the brigadelevel down to the lowest-level units.
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2.5.6. Information Operations
During the seminar, significant requirements from the CIMIC point of view for supporting the work in mountainous
area of operation were not pointed out.

3. CONCLUSIONS
When analysing the core combat functions through specifics of mountainous operations, the following
conclusions have been reached:
• The specific mountainous environment requires specific physical abilities of personnel, as well as necessary
specialized additional mountaineering training for all infantry personnel, from the lowest up to expert level.
• Specialized tasks, performed on difficult terrain conditions, require additional specialized technical equipment
and capabilities for CS and CSS.
• The improvement of specific all-terrain/tactical mobility and support solution have to be developed.
• Terminology has been pointed out as one of the most important issues in our efforts to promote uniform,
clear and concise communication. Hence, properly defined terminology enables experts from different
environments to communicate proficiently. A common understanding of terms allows military experts to
communicate efficiently not requiring further explanations.
• Following NATO’s goal to effectively conduct future combined operations in the mountains and the minimum
requirements for achieving it, the need for establishing a Light Infantry specialized for MW Operations should
be reconsidered. These units should be capable of conducting a combined arms battle as a Specialized
Mountain Infantry. In parallel, we are to develop specialized mountain CS and CSS capabilities, as well (MW
MILENG, MW LOG, MW MEDICAL capabilities).
• When a Force generation process for conducting operations in the mountains is ongoing, specifics of difficult
terrain and weather conditions should be taken into consideration. This will help to recognize and define
requirements for participating elements.
Within an entire scope of Subject Matter Expertise and the seminar conclusions, the NATO MW COE is going to
contribute to the NDPP documents and other related products reviews, such as Capability Codes & Statements
and Case Studies, containing the above identified principles.
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